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The Editors’ Notes
by JJ Bola, Remi-Lyn Browne and Henry Brefo

For the Fourth Issue of the Flight Journal, we decided on the theme SPACE(S). The
noun SPACE(S) possesses an elusive and expansive quality that extends beyond
the parameters of its linguistic properties. At times, it serves as an action, lounging
between a verb/ adjective. It illuminates the human experience, capturing dynamic
and complex interactions that inscribes meaning on our daily lives. Other times, it
emerges as an entity, a being, unknown and foreign. A foreboding force yet packed
with possibilities. SPACE(S) are also a place of comfort, familiarity and intrigue. Like
the phrase SAFE SPACE- a place of belonging and acceptance. When when we
came up with the theme for Issue 4, we had no idea that the work would discharge
such visceral tenacity capable of arresting the readers’ senses.
First, in Jolade’s collection of photographs we sense the tender cruelty of life’s adventures pacing through time; along crevices of dark illuminating spaces; where
the cries of light and pain beams at the first flicker. There, stands the daring image
of birth and death. We journey through the sheets of womanhood, to take in fully
the nostalgia of childhood. The careless adolescent glint of war, the deadening
silence of heartbreak. As day and night caresses the photographer’s lens, the muscles steady, taking us closer to cries of sanity. The images absorb our stares, the
aperture closes, the focus turns within, narrow and long, weaving into the depths of
our being. Interestingly, it is the fluorescent ether in between the onlooker and the
subject- that moving distance- that finally part light from darkness, bringing the
stillness of hope. “We are born amongst tumult and the wail of each other”.

In Hermoine Cameron’s A Newcomer’s Guide to Planet Earth, man’s search for new
spaces of redemption unfolds. The narrator’s tone dazzles with irony revealing much
about humanity’s penchant for destruction. Yet leaving far more to the imagination
behind the celestial wall of the unknown. Let’s Play by Anthony Ferner, moves the
focus to new spaces of possibility. With new technologies of power at hand the
woman’s body becomes a site of imagining and subjugation. However, where lies
possibility comes resistance. As we have seen in these past few years, though social
media has given marginalised communities a voice and even toppled corrupt dictators, it has also facilitated a culture of trolling with hate speech becoming more
common today.
With a youthful gait and jivey humour Ruth Ivo walks us along familiar urban landscapes. In “Springtime SW9” she beautifully captures the colourful shades of cultures and vibrant rhythms of movements that stitch together the tapestry of life in
Brixton. In these anxious times of unbridled gentrification amid Brexit, the intimacy
and carefree interactions of the characters remind us that “These times, they are a
changing”.
In “The Starry Chamber” tugged far away from the daily struggles of ordinary people, decadence enfolds the walls and corridors of an Oxbridge graduate school
reunion. Leon Craig begs the question can love bridge the gap between the have
and have nots. Or is it all just lust; the constant desire for the unknown. The world
of the heirs of privilege burst off the pages like Greeks sculptures chiselled into fine
delicate prose. This was the piece that stole the hearts of the editors, imploring
them to crown it the winning piece.

The classics seem to have more to teach beyond frescoes of enviable physiques. Circumnavigating the mythical world, “Tale of Mamiwata” by Christina Fonthes effortlessly re-enacts the tragedy of colonisation. It brings to the narrative the magic of African
storytelling, bridging the imaginative gap between tradition and modernity, the past
and present. Hence, the past assumes a new lease of life. It is no longer a forgotten
place to be buried in the thickets of memory, but the space which we currently inhabit.
The writers in their creative forays have articulated SPACE(S) beyond the transcendent and ethereal, the local and physical. They have shown us that it is both old and
new, has no beginning or end. SPACE(S) fills up everything and empties out nothing.
Indeed, it expresses the will to think, to act, to be, to create life, in and of itself- a life
beyond existence. We are most grateful to Jolade Olusanya for his splendid collection
of photographs and Anthony Anaxagorou’s insightful meditations on the photograph.
We also express a special gratitude to all the writers that submitted their stories for this
issue and to Abigail (@akidinlondon) who kindly donated the title picture for “Spring
Time, SW9” to this Issue of Flight Journal.
Yours Truly
Henry Brefo, JJ Bola and Remi-Lyn Browne

A Discursive Meditation on the Photograph
An Introduction
by Anthony Anaxagorou

of image and frame | holding subject matter by its considered light | can you see | sentences
of angularity | the strange grammar of buildings | uniformed neon | the emblem of something flying | of something falling | middle-distance stare | a flicker in the new | how the
popinjay moves to occupy more corners | garlanded by the matted hair of poverty | place the
coffee on the table | anachronistic fashions | to overture whatever must follow | the boisterous kick of inevitability | rushing to buy a footprint in sand | a matchstick model of a church
is left on a child’s wrist | pray or play | move around | hold still for me now | dead corpse |
so stunning and dead | bomb blast silent | exploded flash | broken footage| all barren and
ruddy | carnage of apathy | gruesome and exposed and somehow newsworthy | dreaming of
porn | death porn | dead porn | murder fatigue | war is a woman trembling and nude | a man
gawking | war is a boat with a continent in tow | your bastard grin | move away from me |
chamomile tea calm | flower market Sundays | dreamy and bucolic | place it properly | move
around | take another | antiseptic song | blue infirmary | where the days always have cancer |

and there’s tumours in the water | the nurses’ steady lift | onto the bed | is in memory of
closed mortuaries and those further afield | hold my hand before I die and I love you | hold
my hand as I’m born and I love you | a life spent asking for help | asking for love | do you love
me | do I look good in this body | in this life | try taking it from over there | wear your skin
proudly | ask the river to pout | ask the sea to smile | how many sunsets do we bury in ourselves | before we die | and still my sadness sits on its own | flummoxed and looking for more
| can you see | can you feel the breath of each brick in this city | we are born amongst tumult
and the wail of each other | and we grow into our fears | yes I’ll drink to that | and pray with
dog shit on my shoe | and a bladder full of piss | can you see | everyone gather round | this
is despair sending out a rescue boat | this is me wanting to look like I’ve been painted | by
someone other than myself | keep me still | push me down | wash my thoughts before you
shoot | everything is looking for release | say you look tired | say something different | ask
me to look up | say there you are | can you see.
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Newcomer’s Guide to Planet
Earth
Hermione Cam
“I am a very fussy eater with a particular aversion to baked beans. The
theme of food often crops up in my work. I enjoy writing both poetry and
prose.”

Hello and welcome to Planet Earth, the primary location in which all forms of life take place. We
are delighted to have you here and we do hope you enjoy your stay with us. Planet Earth is a
generally hospitable environment with a pleasant atmosphere, and we at the WWWHQ (Whole
Wide World Headquarters) will do our best to ensure that your life experience is a comfortable
and enjoyable one.
Before entering Planet Earth, we urge you take some time to read through the enclosed information pack, along with your details, which we have provided for you. Thank you for reading and on
behalf of the WWWHQ, we wish you a wonderful life!
Sincerely,
Mother Nature (Earthly Administrator/Founder at WWWHQ)
NB: Please note that we cannot confirm the expiration date of your life, neither can we confirm
whether your life is able to continue in a different realm following its Earthly expiration. If you are
concerned about such issues, we encourage you to contact our team at OTWE (Out of This World
Enquiries), who are happy to offer their advice and perspectives on any queries you may have.

What to Expect on Your First Day as a Human Being:
Your first day on earth can certainly be a confusing one. After having spent your entire previous
existence floating around in a careless haze of cosmos, entering the World, a place so engrained in
material reality, proves, to most newcomers to be something of a shock. However, in order to ease
the comfort of your stay, members of the WWWHQ will erase such memories by the time you reach
the earthly age of two years old. Please note that this process of erasure cannot be guaranteed to be
completely effective, although it is proven to have a 98% success rate, according to Worldly surveys,
which work to record the individual memories of each living organism. If you have any queries regarding the memory erasure process, our members of staff would be more than happy to talk to you
about it (see contact details).
Day 1 is best described as a slippery experience, in all senses of the word! If you are reading this,
we can only assume that you have entered the nine month waiting period. Congratulations! This is
the time in which you will make the necessary developments required, in order for you to enter this
world as a Human Being. During this time, our staff at Womb Service promise to make your stay as
comfortable and pleasant as possible.
One of the key differences between the Womb and the Outside World is the temperature. We recommend you enjoy the warmth of the Womb whilst it lasts, because the world outside the comfortable
fluids of your mother’s body is bitterly cold by comparison. The cold, however, is something that your
newly formed body will adjust to fairly quickly. The change in light is another factor which we must
urge you to prepare yourself for. Whilst the home your mother is currently providing for you is completely dark, the outside world is blazing with artificial light, created to suit Human eyes. The sight of
light may initially come as a shock to eyes which are only accustomed to total darkness. Depending
on the current stage of development you are in, your body is not likely to be fully formed, and henceforth, you do not yet require earthly eyes. Once you have entered the World, you will spend, and are
encouraged to spend, most of your first day sleeping. We do, however advise you to try and take as
much detail in as possible, as it will help you adapt quickly to your surroundings.

The transition from the Womb to the Outside World will feel a little bit like being squeezed
through a soft, slippery tube. This experience is not, as a general rule painful, although you
are likely to feel a certain amount of discomfort. The initial shock will be immense, as it
would be for anyone who is wrenched from the familiarity of their own home. We cannot
emphasise further the importance of reading through this manual as well as seeking support
from our staff, who will do their best to ease your mind of any worries you may have and do
all they can to help make the process less distressing for you.
The first thing you will see after having left your mother’s body, will, in most cases, be the
face of the midwife[2]. This may depend on where you are born (i.e. whether you are born
in the hospital[3] or in your mother’s home). The sight of your first fellow Human Being can
often be extremely overwhelming, which is why we have provided you with a detailed selection of various images of Human Beings from all over the World. Be sure to make a note of
the difference between a male and a female, as well as differentiating ethnic backgrounds
and which part of the world the Human in question originates from. From studying these
images, you will no doubt observe that, despite their many differences, all Humans share
the same features: the eyes, which sit almost halfway down the face, the nose, which runs
down between the eyes, and the mouth, which rests between the nose and the chin, at the
bottom of the face. Arms, legs, hands and feet enable the human body to move around, to
touch and take hold of things, as the midwife will take hold of you, in order to ensure that
you enter the World safely.

A brain lies inside your skull and controls everything: messages sent from the brain to the
body allow you to walk, talk, think and generally engage in day to day life. Each individual
Human’s brain works slightly differently. It is arguably what makes you You.
After breathing in and surviving on the amniotic fluids and tissue provided by your mother, the concept of air is certainly an alien prospect to the majority of Earthly newcomers.
Although it is something we have frequently discussed with our Earthly applicants, the first
gasp of air is, nevertheless, an enormous shock to your fragile system. It has been described
as a little like being slapped across the face by icy hands. It is unpleasant, but over fairly
quickly. In order to adapt to this new form of respiration, newcomers must attempt to fill
their lungs[4] with as much air as possible. Statistics reveal that the most effective way of
achieving this is to cry. Crying[5] is important at this particular stage, as it allows more air to
enter and inflate the lungs. In most cases, a newcomer’s natural reaction is to cry, in response
to the total confusion and unfamiliarity of the situation in which he/she is placed.
Shortly after you have been born, you will be taken away from your mother to be cleaned up.
You will have arrived into the World, bringing with you a puddle of fluids, which will need to
be removed from your body in order for your mother to hold you. You will be wrapped in
warm, soft sheets, which, studies have shown, will help you to drift into a deep sleep. Sleeping is all that is really required of newcomers, or ‘Babies’ as is the common term used in the
Outside World. After a day or so (if born in the hospital) you will, as is the norm, be taken to
mother’s home, where the opening stage of your life will take place.

Being You: How to get the most out of your Life
Throughout the course of your earthly existence, you will inevitably encounter various different
philosophies which attempt to unravel the objective or ‘The Meaning of Life.’ You will, depending on your personal circumstances (your geographical location, what family you are born into
etc.) be given the opportunity to become part of a spiritual Religion, if you so wish. Although
they differ from, and in many cases, disagree with one another, all of these Religions appear to
share a common belief in either one or many gods (see Tool Kit) and the certainty of life after
death[6]. As mentioned previously, we at the WWWHQ are advised not to answer questions
regarding this particular topic, at the risk of causing a great deal of confusion. We urge you to
direct any queries to OTWE, a hotline consisting of experienced researchers who are more than
happy to delve into and deal with matters of the Unearthly sort.
Each Human Being is formed individually, and therefore no two are the same, whether this be
physically or mentally. This means that each will have a unique response to their surroundings
in which they are placed. It is important to take this into account during interactions with your
fellow species. This will help them to feel happy and comfortable in their surroundings, as well
as enabling you to form substantial friendships, which is, in the eyes of many, an important ingredient for a positive and emotionally enriching life. However, doing so requires empathy[7]
along with the ability to judge a person’s character, rare qualities that few Human Beings truly
possess. These abilities can be cultivated over time.

Life on Earth offers no obvious objective, which leads to Human Beings attempting to
achieve objectives of their own. Depending on the society in which you live, your success,
as you grow older, will most often be measured by factors such as: how much money[8]
you earn, how many friends you have, how good you look, your husband/wife[10], how
intelligent you are etc. Despite the positive and rewarding aspects of life, the World can
also be a very cruel place. Certain ‘‘elite’’ areas of Earth are extremely affluent, whereas
the people in other areas must survive on little to no money at all. Economic factors may
change over time. The WWWHQ is prohibited from disclosing specific details as to which
areas of the Earth are at a current economic advantage, but we encourage you to prepare
yourself for all possible eventualities.
Success on Earth can also be measured through comparisons and through other people’s
opinions. You may, for instance, feel inferior to another Human, merely because they are
better at something than you are or because they have a nicer home or a better-paid job.
Similarly, you may also feel superior to someone if you possess positive earthly attributes
or material belongings that they do not have. A simple way to achieve happiness on Earth
is to avoid making such comparisons. This is a simple yet difficult practice to put into action. A Human Being’s ability to be completely at peace with himself/herself is a gift that
can be developed over time. The World is by no means a perfect place, and in the same
way that you will experience great joy and happiness throughout the course of your life,
you will also undoubtedly experience loss and sadness. Consequently, many Human Beings spend their lives striving to find that same wholeness that they felt in their mother’s
womb. This is unwise. In order to achieve contentment on Earth, you must embrace the
suffering as well as the joy.

**WARNING**
We at the WWWHQ are obligated to frequently remind our earthly applicants of the risks
that come with choosing to begin your life on Planet Earth. You have been chosen as one
of our successful candidates as we believe that you possess the personal qualities desirable to maintain a stable and satisfactory existence, and to contribute positively to our
Earthly society. However, this is not something we are able to guarantee. Although it has
been established that you will enter Planet Earth as a Human Being, we cannot yet confirm
any further details regarding your identity. These details, which include gender, ethnic
background, neurology, sexuality, and the location/environment of your earthly entrance
(e.g. your family’s economic circumstances), will inevitably inform how other Human Beings will respond to you, and may be of a risk to your health and safety. Human Beings are
unpredictable by nature, and can be as cruel as they are kind. If this is something you feel
you are not prepared to endure, please contact us immediately, so that we may postpone
or terminate your application, as you desire.

________________________________________
[1] A time period of approximately 274 days
[2] The human whose role it is to deliver newcomers from the womb
[3] A centre in which unwell human beings are cared for. It is also a place in which human beings are
brought into the world.
[4] Organs which lie inside the human body, enabling the human to breathe
[5] An expression of extreme human emotion, in most cases caused by sadness or distress. When a
human cries, he/she produce tears: salty water droplets which emerge from the eyes. Depending on
how distressed the human is, it may also cause them to breathe very quickly or heavily, and therefore,
take in great gulps of air.
[6] The termination of your Earthly Existence
[7] The ability to understand the World from another Human Being’s perspective
[8] A currency, made for the purposes of buying and selling. Human Beings use money to purchase
materials things. Those with the most money are those with the most power.
[9] The work you must do in order to earn money
[10] Terms used to describe a Life Partner to whom you are legally bound
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Let’s Play
Anthony Ferner
“I am a former academic living in the British midlands. My short novel, Winegarden (Holland Park Press), was published in 2015. A short story, ‘Tanks’,
was shortlisted for the Irish Times writing competition summer 2014.”

If you go onto the Dark Web, there’s an intriguing app store if you know where to look. Not
illegal stuff, just a bit ‘fringe’. That’s where I found the plug-in: PlayTime™. You had to have the
chip implanted, but in our circle we all did. You didn’t need a portal, it was Wi-Fi. The two of
you could be miles apart – she in Salamanca, say, and you in Antwerp; or you could be in adjoining rooms.
To start, you ‘nudge’ someone, send them the little icon of a naked couple in silhouette: Let’s
play. People don’t often say no; it’s etiquette really.
I nudged Anna.
I’d had a thing for Anna since we were nineteen or twenty, but that was decades ago. I’d seen
her a few months back when she came to Europe for a visit. Her face had spread, her fine hair
had coarsened. Her body had sagged and thickened and lost its shape. And so had mine. It
shouldn’t matter, if you love a person. Or so people say.
She was rehabilitating ex-guerrillas in Bogotá. (We grow old and die but civil strife in Colombia
goes on forever) When I woke the next morning and switched on the tablet, the Let’s play icon
was already on my screen. On PlayTime™ Premium, the letters of the message are made up of
tiny animated figures performing sex acts on each other. But this was the standard version, the
letters simply danced amid starbursts, and a soft jingle played.

It would be almost midnight in Bogotá. Should I wake her? She’d be drowsy and confused.
Then again, the night can be the best time for a nudge. Desire is so uncensored then. I
tapped the screen. Yes, there was Anna’s body, the rolls of flesh, the slumped breasts, under
the mosquito net.
‘Can you see me?’ I asked.
Her voice, still high and bright, still doing it for me: ‘Yes. You?’
‘Yes.’
Anna smiled, a little nervous. She lifted her device and stroked the screen, and I felt her
hands on my chest. I skimmed the screen with my fingers, all of them at once. But her old
flesh was like any other old flesh. I sensed the mood going flat. Arousal is so fleeting. When
you’re my age, almost anything will chase it away.
So I pressed ‘Rejuve’.
And, before my gaze, time reversed. The folds shrank back into her, her skin tautened, her
breasts firmed, her teeth whitened and straightened, her hair became shiny and lost its grey
wiry harshness. I remembered the time, what, thirty years ago, when I’d surprised her at the
flat, coming out of the shower. I don’t recall the look on her face, just those lovely nipples, so
expectant. And expectant again now. I ran my fingertips along them, felt their warm silkiness.

Her now-smooth hands caressed my belly and the nerve endings tingled. I felt... young. I stroked
her thighs, so soft they were, so soft. But compact, dense with the glint of youth.
‘Mmm,’ she said, ‘A little... firmer.’
I increased the pressure, I swear I could touch her, really feel her. I wanted to be with Anna in that
room, sharing the same space, tight up against her, smelling her. Hot and sweaty the both of us
under the net... Her breathing quickened. I felt urgent, like a twenty-year old, with a young man’s
undertow of anxiety, of fearing to outpace her.
‘Are you using anything?’ she said, so quietly I hardly caught the words.
‘What?’ I said, puzzled. This was sex at its safest, surely.
‘I mean...’
I understood. ‘Yes,’ I said, trying for an airiness of tone. ‘Yes, I put you on Rejuve. You know...’
‘Oh,’ she said, ‘you should have asked first.’ She sounded, I don’t know, punctured.
‘Sorry, Anna, listen, why don’t you put me on Rejuve, then we could both…?’
‘No,’ she interrupted. Her hand on my stomach faltered.
I felt her fingers withdrawing from my body, then nothing. I had the impulse to check that the WiFi was still connected. The hand came back. The fingers were grainy and chapped, rubbing up and
down my chest, rough along my abdomen, around my groin. I looked at the screen. Her body was
ageing, like a time-lapse film, rapid, grotesque. She’d pressed ‘Cancel Rejuve’.

I felt all that delicious anticipation drain from me.
Her hand rested fleetingly on my upper arm, as if to say goodbye. ‘I can’t do this,’ she whispered. Now, she rose from the bed and stood, exposed and defiant, challenging me to witness the truth of her veiny, wrinkling decay.
The screen went blank. I tried to call her but she didn’t pick up. I don’t know what I’d have
said anyway. From the street I heard the dull hum of traffic.
I went to the bathroom and stared at the slack face in the mirror, hating how the features had
lost their definition, like wax softening and drooping. I sat on the bowl of the toilet, joyless,
disgusted with myself, watching a large drab moth flutter stupidly against the blind.
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Springtime SW9

Ruth Ivo
“I’m a writer from Northwest London, with a background in
performance,”

Bedlam outside Brixton station – ‘Repeeent’ – a man is screaming next to the flower stall, selling bunches of electric daffodils lighting up their small corner of this grey February morning.
Women are slamming baby buggies Grand Theft Auto-style through the crowd, while teenagers duck and dive around the bare-legged grannies with soft shoes and statement hats.
This morning, the young prostitute with the slicked-back hair and Cleopatra eyeliner sits underneath a sleeping bag next to a cash machine, her make-up on point. The Rastas are selling
incense and laminated posters of Bob Marley next to the steel pan band. Nearby, a convulsing
beat-boxer battles them bar for bar.
Two crackheads drift onto the thoroughfare, wide-eyed and exhausted. Not yet fully-charged,
their hustle on mute. But come sunset and the rush hour is spilling out of the station, they will
beg and claw their way along the main drag. I see the skinny white woman who once clutched
my arm at the bus stop and screamed ‘Mummy please,’ but she doesn’t recognise me.
I come to the market when I want to talk. A habit formed in my teens, seeking life outside
school, when I’d roam the stalls and passages of Portobello and chat to the traders, who
seemed to understand my strange, cobbled-together outfits and passion for the Velvet Underground. It was there I met Tyrone, pioneer of men’s skirts; who made me a full-length, gunmetal puffa jacket like a giant beetle shell, Crazy Claudia with the red wine-stained teeth; who gave
me a part-time job in her shop selling second hand fur and 70’s go-go boots. Fedora-clad Gaz;
who traded rare vinyl – Ska, Rock, Rhythm and Blues – and first introduced me to Soho. Oz the
friendly Moroccan; who dealt weed and roller-skated everywhere.

When I first moved to Brixton and didn’t know anyone, I went to the market every day to
buy bananas or bread, or just to watch it like TV. I need it less these days – I have neighbours,
friends. But on certain mornings; mornings like this when the grey filtered light rebuffs the
coming of spring and you wake feeling tragic for no reason at all, I take the bus down Brixton
Hill to find whatever’s waiting for me there.
I swing my empty shopper as I pass Morley’s department stall, with its strip club window display of lingerie-clad mannequins in cowboy hats. Cross the road and pass through the warm
popcorn-smelling air pocket at the entrance of Reliance Arcade and cut down Electric Avenue
to look at the fish. Three bass for a tenner stacked silver on the fresh ice outside the Chinese
supermarket, the raw meat stink of the open fronts of the Halal butchers. Rows of scarlet pigs’
feet, sweet potatoes, yam, ginger, plantain, fat bunches of coriander. Reggaeton on shitty
speakers.
Between two railway arches on Atlantic Road, Jurassic plant life is bursting forth from a narrow
crevice in the wall. I stop to admire the shiny leaves of a dark green succulent and a tiny woman with snaking coils of dreads appears from inside. She smiles at me over her tinted glasses.
‘Can I help you my darlin?’
‘Your plants are in such good condition.’
‘I’m always having to tell people not to touch them – they think they’re fake,’ she sighs. ‘They
don’t understand they’re harming them.’

‘It’s because they’re so shiny,’ I agree. ‘Mine don’t look like this.’
‘You got to spray them,’ the lady says, ‘they like that. And talk to them.’
‘You talk to them?’
‘I tell them: ‘goodnight my beauties’ when I put them down for the night,’ she smiles.
Out of the corner of my eye I see a youth in a pale grey tracksuit hovering nearby.
‘Having plants is a responsibility,’ she continues. ‘I just wish people wouldn’t touch them.’
The youth has edged closer to the flower shop, shifting from foot to foot. He has a pretty face,
teetering on the edge of rough. Like a lot of people around here, he’s too young to look as old as
he will in a year or two.
The lady notices him.
‘Can I help you?’
‘You got flowers?’ the boy says.
‘Yes my darlin.’
‘I need like…’ the boy waves vaguely at the display outside the shop, his eyes coming to rest on a
vase of orange roses.
‘They’re nice.’
‘Oh those ones are lovely,’ the lady says.
‘Running late for Valentine’s Day?’ I ask.
The boy grins.
‘How much are they, like?’
‘They’re £1.50 a stem,’ the lady says.
‘What for one??’ the boy is flabbergasted.
‘Roses are expensive, darlin.’
The boy looks defeated.
‘Who are they for? Your girlfriend?’
‘Nah…nah…nothing like that…’
‘Your mum?’
‘They’re for this girl…I only seen her. But…I think I love her.’

The lady and I exchange a smile at this.
‘I need to talk to her, so I thought…’ he gestures helplessly at the flowers.
‘I think it’s a good idea,’ I tell him, ‘all women love flowers.’
The boy looks at me sideways.
‘Yeah?’
‘How much do you want to spend?’ the lady asks.
The boy pulls out a crumpled fiver from his pocket.
The lady points to a tub of white blossoms.
‘These are £3 a bunch’
‘Yeah?
‘They’re nice,’ I offer.
‘I like these ones though,’ the boy said pointing at the orange roses. ‘Maybe you could put one in
the middle?’
The lady maintains a poker face and draws out a single orange rose from the display and holds it
together with a bunch of white blossom.
‘Yeah…I like that,’ the boy says, nodding his approval. ‘Does it come in paper?’
‘I’ll make it look nice for you,’ the lady says and disappears into the shop.
‘I think it’ll work,’ I tell the boy. ‘It’s a much better way of starting a conversation with a girl than just
asking for her number.’
The boy looks at me. I notice he has sparse stubble scattered across his cheeks and chin. His skin is
the exact same colour as milky tea. He smiles.
‘So how’s your relationship going then?’ he asks, suddenly.
‘It’s going ok,’ I laugh, ‘kind of long distance. He’s coming to visit next week.’
‘Yeah?’ the boy says. ‘So when he goes, can I be your man?’
‘Er…Aren’t you buying flowers for a girl you think you might love?’
‘Yeah but…You’re nice though.’

‘Sometimes it’s important to stick to your Plan A.’
‘Nice lips…juicy…nice legs.’
‘You hearing this?’ I call to the woman in the shop.
‘You remind me of my son,’ she tuts.
‘Can I have your number though?’
‘I don’t think I want to be a Plan B.’
‘Haven’t you got any pink paper?’ the boy calls to the woman, who is wrapping his flowers in orange
tissue to match the rose.
‘Orange looks good,’ I tell him, ‘it works.’
‘Seriously though, I’d put a ring on your finger.’
The lady in the shop shrieks.
‘Lord have mercy!’
‘Seriously,’ I say, ‘it takes balls to chat one woman up while you’re in the middle of buying flowers for
another.’
‘I need a woman bad,’ the boy explains. By now we’re all laughing. ‘I haven’t been in a relationship for
a month.’
The lady comes out with the flowers, wrapped and ready.
‘They look great,’ I say, ‘but I really should go…Good luck with your quest,’ I tell the boy.
He grins regretfully as we shake hands.

‘My name’s Cain,’ he says.
‘It was nice to meet you Cain.’
‘I won’t see you again.’
‘You might,’ I tell him, ‘you never know, you just might.’
My bag is weighed down heavy now. Time to take myself home. The 333 pulls into the stop
and I’m swept onto the bus by the crowd. I look around for somewhere to sit and an old
man
with a walking frame twinkles at me from the priority seats next to the window.
‘Ciao bella,’ he wheezes, gesturing to the empty space beside him.
‘Where you from then?’ he says as I sit down.
‘I’m from London.’
‘I thought you was Italian, or Greek or summfin?’
I shake my head.
‘Gawd. They don’t make ‘em like you anymore,’ he says as the bus sets off up Brixton Hill.
I look out the window. It’s started to drizzle. Dirty droplets on the grubby pavement and a
grim sky above. In the glass, I catch the reflection of the bunch of glowing daffodils, clutched in
my fist like a torch, and above the half-moon of my own teeth – a wavering Cheshire Cat
illusion – I’m smiling.

The Starry Chamber
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The Starry Chamber
Leon Craig

“My story ‘Mute Canticle’ was shortlisted for the White Review Prize 2016. I’ve also
had stories published on Litro.co.uk, theshortstory.co.uk, and in the Next Review. I’ve
performed at Swimmers, QueerCircle London, That’s What She Said, Polari Salon, and
the Moth, and will read at Women’s Art for Change and Brainchild Festival this year.”
‘Tis just like a summer bird-cage in a garden: the birds that are without despair to get in, and the
birds that are within despair and are in a
consumption for fear they shall never get out.’
You have been looking forward to this. You picked out your outfit a month ago and are now painting your most subtly sarcastic face on. You have left enough time for yourself to get there without
visibly sweating. It will be ambiguous whether or not you arrived in a taxi.
You can do this. You are a fucking shark. Smile. Practise smiling on the tube in a way that won’t alarm
too many passengers.
The dining hall was once part of the school, but was sold off at some point in the eighties, now hosts
parties of its alumni and their cohort instead. You wonder if you can get away with using your compact to look at the famous ceiling fresco. Staring is gauche. Then again, so is reapplying in public.
You can see the main building of the school from here, towers orange-outlined in the dusk.
Trying not to be too obsequious to the door girls, you wait for them to find you on the list. You can
read upside-down and notice that only about half of your classmates have ticks by their names.
Those missing mostly seem to be on second gap years or to have been non-entities.

Before you have to endure the ignominy of approaching anyone and reminding them you still
exist, Guy comes up to you with a spare glass of champagne. He is as sweet and oblivious as you
remember him. He pontificates on about nothing everything and nothing and manages to tread
on your foot in the first five minutes of reacquaintance.
You fell out of contact with almost everyone when you didn’t get in and enough of them went up
together to Oxbridge that they felt no need to reach out.
You let Guy lead you into the fray and round the Millies, Sophias and Isabels who are all patronisingly pleased to see you. It’s been ages. What have you been doing? They know perfectly well
what you’ve been doing. You are not pleased to see that many of them truly have lost weight. You
avoid the part of the room where Sam Vere’s friends are. He is in rehab now.
You have not had enough champagne to mime pity for him. At the time, everyone knew how he
was, but some people’s memories are shorter when it comes to those who scare them.
The Millies get distracted by Sergei telling a story about the Turkish exploits of somebody who
seems to be a friend of everyone’s family but your own. Cocktail drift is happening again. You
fight with your tiny handbag, trying to get your phone out and look preoccupied, because looking
around like a lost dog is so much worse.

You no longer need the eyes of others on you to feel their judgement. The only thing more
frightening than judgement is irrelevance. You are nearing irrelevance, something must be
done soon.
Francis sidles over to you and starts talking about the ceiling. You already know that the Stuarts used to hold their secret court here, handing down sentences to noblemen who believed
themselves beyond the rule of law. You allow him to explain the allegory of each scene from
the fresco, because he is still desperately shy and can’t make personal conversation. Marsyas,
Arachne, Prometheus, Tantalus. He has tried and failed to grow a moustache.
They have sat you with the rest of Dashwood, next to people whose faces you remember, but
whose names you don’t. Mercifully, there are place cards. The boy directly opposite you is
blond, with a light ski-tan and is going into shipping. You have no idea what shipping is and
suspect he doesn’t either. You put all the roughness that years of smoking have given your
voice into use, until you find out he has a long-term girlfriend. Who is also blonde. You attempt
to imply you are living in your parents’ flat rather than with your parents, and that your internship is leading somewhere, which it categorically is not.
They bring the steak, suitably rare and there is silence. You ruminate on the likelihood that you
will never have to pay for these dinners. You will probably never hit the minimum salary needed to make the monthly donations the school is trying to soften all of you up for.

The girl on your left is too small to finish her steak, she has left more than half, but has been
taking full advantage of the vase-like capacity of the wine glasses. She asks you if you were
really happy then. You don’t think anybody was, but that wasn’t the point. You make a joke
about the fact that everything was run by old boys who misunderstood that “From Quad to
Quad to Quad” meant you were supposed to progress from Oxbridge to Chambers, not back
to school. Many of them were old enough to have been to all-male colleges. She tells you some
horror stories about the racism she experienced, which does not surprise you. You can’t think
of the last time you were surprised.
One of the Tristans went out for a cigarette between courses and is clearly too drunk to be
let back in. If you turn your head a little bit, you can see him arguing with the staff, getting
progressively pinker-faced. Pudding is bits of artfully arranged pear and, frankly, inedible. You
have two simultaneous headaches, one from smiling, and one from the weight of your hair.
You eventually spot the loo door in the corner, indistinguishable from the panelling except for
its handle.
Cassia is in there, redrawing her features. You can see her looking at the fallen hem on your
dress and smile in order to show your teeth. You used to be friends and talk excitedly about
how you should definitely go for coffee You remember the times you had to carry her home
and sleep on her sofa because not one of the boys could be trusted.

You look in the mirror and remind yourself that you could eat any one of them whole and swallow
down the bones. But you are good and compliant and overt viciousness is only for people who have
nothing to give you.
Just as you have reached the zenith of your private fury, you are disappointed to find things drawing
to a close over the port. The Chinless Wonders are getting up to leave; you notice their goodbyes are
somewhat more effusive than they used to be. There is a house party happening in Chelsea to which
you are not sufficiently brazen to invite yourself.
Ollie has been seated on the other side of the room, but as you are making insincere movements towards the door, he stops you. He and some of the others who you liked better, are heading to Chris
Fitzpatrick’s new place, a few streets away. You step out from under the ceiling to the sky, boundless
but unadorned.
Chris is basically an ambulatory nostril and has been as long as you’ve known him. When you ask him
what he’s doing at the moment, he claims to be running a club night in Brixton. He has a complicated
lighting system in his flat that only the Nicaraguan cleaner understands how to work. Chris’s best
friend from university is sleeping “in his spare room” while his girlfriend is doing a Masters elsewhere.
His best friend is too toothily enthusiastic for after 10pm and you fantasise about staving his head in
with your shoe. At least you would get to take your shoe off.

The stash comes out and there is desultory talk about going somewhere after this, but everyone
is too full. Ollie is telling everyone about the time his housemates killed a swan, after one of them
drove into it with a bicycle. He is still doing the pseudo-street slang thing. You wonder if he stops
doing it around people who actually talk like that. Nevertheless, you are feeling more positive about
the whole venture, especially when Julian starts ranting about his ex, who was apparently faking the
chronic illness that got her an extra hour in every exam she did. The conversation turns more generally to who has cheated on whom with whom and the parties where they did so and once again
you feel the lure of an unhappiness so glossy you could tell yourself it’s what you’ve always wanted.
You have always dreaded and been puzzled by the sudden silent consensus people reach that it is
time to leave. The first person starts and now they’re all getting ready. There is plenty more on the
table, but the best friend is going to bed. Quickly, Ollie negotiates with Chris for half of his leftovers.
Electronic transfers are wonderful
You leave with Ollie and he doesn’t demur. You and he used to smoke together, down by the
Thames, and talk about the books you liked. He was kinder on his own. You can’t go to your home
and he can’t be bothered to go to his. You buy a bottle of whiskey from a late night shop Ollie
knows from his boarding days. Without mentioning it to each other, you and he have taken a route
that avoided passing the school gates. You break into the nearby park. This area is so little lived-in
that the fence is uncharacteristically low.

It is still warm and the birds are singing to the orange of the lamp-glow. Both in black tie on the iron
bench, you enjoy the surrealism of the scene. You reflect that by this point, it will seem quite ordinary
to him. Your compact is proving its usefulness and you chain-smoke peaceably in the partial darkness
You start talking to him about your siblings and John Singer Sargent for some reason. He listens and
talks back about his favourite nannies. He tells you he thinks he saw the Devil in Thailand. Because
you are speaking in two parallel streams, you can say whatever you like.
-tonight-was-fucking-weird-wasn’t-it-I-wonder-what-it-will-be-like-in-ten-years’-time-I-am-soscared-of-the-future--I-was-terrified-of-my-grandmother’s-minah-bird-when-I-was-little-it-sat-allday-watching-me-though-it-had-a-mirror-so-it-never-got-lonely-dead-now-I-imagine-that’s-interesting-I-had-a-tortoise-but-I-dropped-it-and-we-had-to-put-it-in-the-outside-freezerto-euthanise-it-I-think-that’s-how-I-want-to-go-did-you-ever-see-that-TV-show-about-the-woman-addicted-to-sofa-stuffing-sometimes-i-feellike-her-everything-that’s-fun-is-bad-for-me-did-you-know-I-was-almost-rusticatedThis continues for hours as you pass the bottle between you. You make a conscious effort not to look
at your watch, you want to pretend there is no context for any of this and that you are never going
back to your life

You have been draped over one another for some time during the talking, but in the hours preceding
dawn you consider whether you should fuck him. The shark part of your brain knows that he would be
game. You do owe him for his generosity. But after all this induced intimacy, it would feel too personal,
he would be confused. You realise he is especially vulnerable to you, because he has never yet been
given reason to believe himself anything but special. You wish you didn’t pity him, someone else who
doesn’t will get him instead
Together, you watch the trees moving ever so slightly back and forth and reminisce about how the
games mistress used to make you run through this park, but would double back to wait for you at the
entrance because she couldn’t keep up. Ollie has run out of cigarettes, so you roll some for him. He
has begun to talk in circles.
With the daylight comes the drizzle and you are beginning to nod out. He says you can come back to
his, but a choice has been made.
You order cabs because you cannot walk and go separately to lie in the sweat and dread of your lives.

Tale of the Mamiwata
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Tale of the Mamiwata
Christina Fonthes
“I’m a Congolese-British writer and my manta is ‘telling stories through
any means possible’ allowing me to bring untold stories to life”

The young mermaid did not wear pretty sea shells over her breasts, nor did she have a beautiful singing voice with which to lure unsuspecting men and women into the water. She did, however, possess
a gigantic green tail that glowed like a pearl in glaring sunlight. When the light of the moon hit the
surface of the water, Mamiwata would split her tail into two and walk amongst humans.
On days when the heavens poured, the humans would go to the place of the meeting rivers to invoke
the mermaids. She would leave her bed of dazzling pink and orange coral reefs to see to their requests,
and grant them their hearts’ desires. The water would make ripples the size of banana leaves, and she
would appear atop the stream; even in the darkness of the night her tail could be seen glowing as
bright as the morning star. Once she appeared, the humans would ask her for good fortune - barren
mothers prayed for fruitful wombs, farmers prayed for a fruitful harvest, and young men prayed for
love and wisdom.
When the mermaids walked on land, the people of the kingdom would welcome them with a feast,
singing and praising them for having brought them good fortune. The musicians played their drums
and flutes, and the women and their menfolk would move their hips in slow, circular motions to the
rhythm. They brought them gifts from their homes, and placed newborn babies in their arms for blessings. They would continue like this until the sun rose from its sleep; then, the mermaids would return
to the quietness of the water.
One day, three of the kingdom’s wisest ngangas gathered under a rubber tree to discuss the troubling
visions they had of their great kingdom. After their gathering, they agreed to visit Alonga, the eldest of
the mermaids. They arrived at the place of the meeting rivers and called out to her. ‘

‘Alonga, we are restless’. Each one took his turn in revealing his vision: ‘I have seen baskets full
of hands’, ‘I have seen ghosts walking on the land’, ‘I have seen dead fish floating in the sea’.
‘Alonga, spare our kingdom from death and misfortune’, they pleaded. When the great mermaid
returned to the water, the old men struck their staffs on the rocks and hung their heads low. They
knew that not all things ought to be known, and so did not report the news back to the people.
Mamiwata being the youngest was the most curious of all the mermaids. Underwater, she spent
her days roaming the vast sea; she knew where to find the colonies of shrimp, and she knew
where the whales went to mourn their dead. Some days, she sat by the cool of the red mangroves
watching the women and children collecting water from the stream. The children would call out
her name, ‘Mamiwata, Mamitwata, Mamiwata, come and play with us’. She would abandon the
water and go with them. When she was on land, the singers would show her the trees from which
they built their instruments, and the mystics would show her where they planted their special
herbs.
Though she was close to the humans, Mamiwata had never fallen in love with one. It was common
for humans and mermaids to form relationships. Particularly once the human’s request had been
granted. But it was almost impossible for the relationship to have any longevity – the humans
couldn’t breathe under water and the mermaids could not live on land.

The first time Mamiwata laid her eyes on Diogo, she was startled by him. The mermaids and the people of the kingdom were used to traders and foreigners visiting. The hard working men and women
took pride in their beautiful gold decorated palaces, and the many riches they had acquired from their
victorious battles. Diogo was unlike any human she had ever seen before. His skin was the colour of
cocoyam flesh, and he was dressed in white cloth from head to toe. His mysterious face made him appear wiser than he was. He held his brown hat in his hands as he called out Mamiwata’s name. When
she appeared, he asked her to heal his ailing father. She granted him his wish, and she stayed on the
surface of the water, watching him until he disappeared out of sight.
Days passed before Diogo returned to the place of the meeting rivers. This time, the young man did
not come to ask for good fortune, but instead asked Mamiwata to walk with him on land. They walked
past the bank before finally finding shade under a large baobab tree. Mamiwata asked him his name,
‘Diogo, I was named after my grandfather who was a great traveller’. When she asked him if his father
had been healed, he replied that he had no news of his father as he was so far away from home, but
he was sure that Mamiwata had healed him.
The following days, Mamiwata would beam in anticipation of their ritual. They would walk past the
bank and sit under their baobab tree. The sandy earth scratched the back of her legs, and his arms
snaked around her waist like a vine strangling an old tree. She laid her head on his chest and listened
to the rhythmic beating of his heart. All would be still and silent save for the singing from the birds of
paradise and the flapping of their wings as they flew from tree to tree. She listened to his dreams of
becoming a great traveller like his grandfather had been; and she would share with him the stories of
the old kingdom. She would caress the sun-kissed skin on the back of his neck until the scent of his
citronella clung onto her too. She called him the ‘Shadow of the Moon’. And when she looked into
his green eyes, she saw that which he hid from the rest of the world. She drank him in, and with each
sip she wanted more of him. Some days, the human and the mermaid would sit from the first glassy
orange rays of dawn until the stars sparkled against the black sky. The hours passed too quickly, and
Mamiwata broke the rule of the mermaids: she slept on land.

When Diogo and his men boarded their ship to return home he took half of Mamiwata’s heart
with him. She wept bitterly even when he promised her that he would return.
Many seasons passed before news of the big ships reached the mermaids. No-one, neither the
people nor the mermaids, had ever seen such ships, with sails that were almost as tall as the
walls of the kingdom itself. Fearful for the mermaids, Alonga ordered them to stay beneath the
river until the ships left. But the young Mamiwata, had already smelt the scent of her lover,
and waited for his voice to call out her name once again.
Above the river, the air was cold and an arc of lightening stretched over the night sky. There
stood Diogo – the young explorer had indeed grown into a man. His face was covered with a
thick black beard, and his eyes appeared darker than she remembered them to be. She started
towards him but before she could reach him, her body sunk onto the rocks as she felt cold
metal entering her chest.
When she awoke, Mamiwata looked out from inside the tiny glass tank. There was no space
for her to move -her tail coiled like a sea serpent. . The ship was dark, but she could make out
the rows of countless bodies - men, women and children lying like piles of fire logs ready to
be sold. She let out a piercing scream shattering the glass that held her captive. The smell of
dried blood and fear filled the ship. Children cried out for their mothers, and grown men cried
like babies. She could hear the clanging of the heavy metal chains and the sound of finger
nails scraping against the wooden planks.
Mamiwata smelt Diogo’s scent, and her eyes searched for him. She did no not know that his
guilt had guided him to the edge of the ship, where his lifeless body rolled in the waves of the
hibiscus sea.
After the ships sailed taking Mamiwata and the captives away, life was never the same for the
kingdom. More ships came and left taking more people with them each time.

After the ships sailed taking Mamiwata and the captives away, life was never the same for the
kingdom. More ships came and left taking more people with them each time.
The mermaids mourned for their sister; they gathered at the bed of the ocean and sang their
grieving songs. When they finished, they vowed never to walk on land again. The stream at the
place of meeting rivers dried and, in its place was a mountain of sombre malachite as green as
Mamiwata’s tail.

